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YEAR-AT-A-GLANCE 2021: Wider Efforts, Broader Reach
It is becoming increasingly accepted that the
preservation of memory is within our grasp, and that
prevention and early intervention can alter the course
of dementia. At Sharp Again Naturally (SAN), we
know that education is a critical first step, but it is not
enough; providing the tools and support to implement
recommendations is just as important. Being aware of
lifestyle factors, environmental exposures, and genetic
markers are all part of this new understanding. 2021 saw
a growth in our programs as more individuals and health
professionals are realizing that preserving memory in
our senior years is not only possible, but achievable.

Expanded Programs
WEBINARS AND PRESENTATIONS

STAY SHARP COACHING PROGRAMS

In 2021, Sharp Again Naturally hosted eight
free hour-long webinars and presented to
organizations and community groups on topics
ranging from an overview of SAN’s 10 causes of
cognitive decline to deeper
dives into exercise, sleep,
heavy metal toxicity, the
impact of stress, and eating
for brain health. Hundreds
of people benefitted
from the education and
actionable steps these
presentations provided.

Focusing on prevention
and early intervention,
SAN’s unique small group
coaching program increased
threefold in 2021, including
the addition of an advanced
group for returning
participants. Working closely
with professional health coaches and bolstered
by peer support, program participants are able to
implement lifestyle changes that have a positive
impact on both brain and body. Scholarships are
provided to those in need.

“When I focus on my memory, I notice positive changes. It keeps me centered and sharp. I know a difference
is being made. When I am in a group like this . . . it inspires me to do better.”
T.T., program participant
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IN APPRECIATION

Growing Our Reach
Looking for information to stay cognitively healthy?
Sharp Again Naturally utilizes social media, monthly
eblasts, and topic-specific newsletters and articles
to bring our educational resources to everyone! Our
redesigned website
(sharpagain.org)
makes it easier to
find research, news,
articles, upcoming
webinars & groups,
newsletters, recipes
and more.

It’s been a fruitful and gratifying year for Sharp
Again Naturally. With your support, we’ve been
able to participate in professional summits, deliver
free webinars and presentations,
and expand our programs so
that individuals and healthcare
professionals understand the
importance of SAN’s mission.
Together, we are changing the
face of dementia. Thank you!
—Lisa Feiner
Co-Founder and Board Chair

Increasing Funding for Our Mission
CROSSWORDS FOR A CAUSE
This four-week ‘donate
to play’ competition
featured original
crosswords by New York
Times puzzle designers
created especially for
Sharp Again Naturally.
Puzzlers who completed
each weekly crossword
and solved the brain-health-related mystery
word were entered to win weekly prizes, with a
grand prize drawing for those correctly solving
all four puzzles. We’re looking forward to 2022’s
competition!
APPLE WATCH GIVEAWAY
Apple Watch 7’s features and apps for healthy
brains and bodies
made it the ideal prize
for our fall raffle.
A $750 value, this
motivational item was
well worth the cost of
a raffle ticket.

2021 SUMMER BENEFIT
Whitby Castle in Rye, NY
was the perfect setting for
our Evening of Enlightenment.
Keynote speaker Dr. Mary Kay
Ross discussed the science
behind a multi-therapeutic
approach to brain health,
reinforcing the importance of SAN’s
educational programs. Group participant Doreen
DiGiacomo’s moving speech about the program’s value in
helping her cognition brought a human perspective to our
work. Interactive cognition stations, a silent auction, and
memory-themed gift bags and centerpieces added the
perfect touch to a magical evening. The money raised is
helping to fund SAN’s initiatives year-round.
GRANTS
$35,000 in program grants received in 2021 have made
it possible to expand our Group Coaching Programs,
establish a scholarship fund for those in need, and
begin work on our Professional Referral Directory. We
are grateful to the Leon Lowenstein Foundation, Lucy
Waletzky, the S&L Marx Foundation, and the Suresh &
Bharti Gupta Family Fund for their support.

“To be ‘sharp again’ is a verb. This means that individuals must take an active role in preserving their brain health. We
are providing them, and their health care professionals, with many of the tools to do so.” —Vibhu Nagral, Board Member
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Amplifying Our Mission —
Initiatives on the Horizon

Developing Collaborations
From presenting
locally in partnership
with organizations and
other non-profits, to
speaking at national
and global summits
on dementia, 2021
saw Sharp Again
Naturally’s message
reaching more people
than ever before. These
collaborations place
us in the company
of leading visionaries in the field of brain health
and provide opportunities to show the efficacy
of a holistic, integrative approach to health that
positively impacts both mind and body.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
A big part of SAN’s mission is providing evidencebased research on the causes of memory loss, and
steps we can all take to maintain or regain cognitive
clarity. Our free Roadmap to A Sharper Mind™ will
make the path to brain
health easier to navigate
with a series of “next
steps.” For medical
practitioners and others
who want a more indepth discussion of the
causes and research
around memory loss, our
upcoming Comprehensive
Guide to a Sharper
Mind: A Research-based
Discussion of Dementia’s
Causes™ provides the
basis for causality, symptoms and treatment options.
Both publications will be available at sharpagain.org.

HELP US
MULTIPLY OUR IMPACT!

NEW PROGRAMS
In 2022, we will be adding a meditation program to
help people of all ages reduce stress, increase oxygen
and blood flow, and sharpen focus. A new group,
Eating for Body and Brain, will be available next year,
with more new programs to follow.

We envision a world where dementia can be
prevented, treated and
reversed, and where
everyone has the ability
to remain cognitively
healthy throughout
their lives. With
your help, we can
give more people
access to the knowledge,
tools and care to do just
that. Please support
our efforts with a taxdeductible donation today at sharpagain.org/donate.

PROFESSIONAL REFERRAL DIRECTORY
Over the years, SAN has assisted families in
identifying qualified professionals who treat the
causes of memory loss. We have begun work on an
interactive database where one can find holistic
dentists, integrative doctors, sleep specialists, yoga
instructors,
trauma
therapists,
health and
wellness coaches,
and other
practitioners.
Stay tuned!

“Sharp Again Naturally is easy to support. Their
important work in the development of education,
resources and scholarship programs empowers
us to understand the multi-tiered science behind
dementia, and enlightens us all. Bravo!”
—Carol Tobin, Donor
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SHARP AGAIN NATURALLY . . .
EDUCATES the public and medical community about preventing
dementia and improving brain health
EMPOWERS everyone to take charge of their cognitive health
and general well-being
SUPPORTS lifestyle changes that can improve cognition

and may slow or reverse memory loss using a scientifically based
multi-therapeutic approach

PARTNERS with like-minded professionals and organizations to
broaden our reach and deepen our understanding of memory loss and
its causes

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lisa Feiner, Board Chair
Debbie Drelich
Tara Framer
Susan Guiney
Dr. Howard Hindin
Steve Ledvina
Vibhu Nagral
Eric Pasinkoff
Nancy Weiser
Susan Lynne, Executive Director
Joan Benz, Program &
Administrative Coordinator
MEDICAL AND DENTAL
ADVISORY BOARD
Richard Carlton, MD
Michael Gelb, DDS, MS
Howard Hinden, DDS
Robert Kachko, ND, LAc
Gary Klingsberg, DO
Cornelia Lenherr, MD
Shanhong Lu, MD
Ilene Naomi Rusk, PhD
Susanne Saltzman, MD
Henry Sobo, MD
Allan Warshowsky, MD
SHARP AGAIN NATURALLY
PO Box 713
Larchmont, NY 10538
914.281.1404
info@sharpagain.org
www.sharpagain.org

Y Follow and Like us on Facebook,
LinkedIn and Instagram

Y View our Webinars and

Presentations on our YouTube
Channel
Y Sign up to receive the latest
research and news at
sharpagain.org.
Sharp Again Naturally is a
501 (c) 3 non-profit organization.
SAN does not provide medical advice,
diagnosis or treatment.
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